Chat with a **STUDY ABROAD ADVISOR** about possible affordable program options, and review and compare program budget sheets on the HeelsAbroad website.

Check in with **THE OFFICE OF SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENT AID**. Most financial aid “travels” with you, and you may be eligible for additional funding depending on your circumstances.

Complete the **APPLICATION FOR STUDY ABROAD SCHOLARSHIPS** on your Application page on the HeelsAbroad website. This is the quickest and easiest way to be considered for multiple scholarships with just ONE application!

Search the **FUNDING RESOURCES** on the HeelsAbroad webpage for a variety of funding ideas, both at UNC and outside of UNC, to help fund study abroad specifically.

Use the **FUNDING FINDER** on Embark Carolina to identify other resources that can help provide funding: embark.unc.edu.

Perform your own scholarship and funding **SEARCH**! Use these resources to get started:

- InternationalScholarships.com
- The College Board Scholarship Search
- IIEPassport Study Abroad Funding
- StudyAbroad.com Scholarships
- GoAbroad.com Scholarship Search

Review the scholarship opportunities on the **OFFICE OF DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARSHIPS** webpage: http://honorscarolina.unc.edu/ods/.

Think about **CROWDFUNDING OR FUNDRAISING**. How can you use your networks to help send you abroad?

Interested in scholarships or other funding opportunities?

**RESEARCH AND APPLY EARLY!**
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